Candidates To Vie For SCA Posts Tomorrow

Four freshmen and three juniors will compete for offices on the Student Christian Association for the 1964-65 year. This election will be held on Wednesday, April 8, in the Student Center between the hours of 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. All students will have an opportunity to vote for these officers.

Roger Browning, a junior from Douglas, Georgia, and a transfer student from South Georgia College, is the candidate for president. In answer to the question, "What are your plans if you are elected?" Browning's reply was: "I've always felt that actions speak louder than words and this is particularly true of the office of president of SCA. It is my belief that there can be considerable progress in the coordinating and functioning of all Christian organizations on campus, and it is my desire to make progress toward this end."

For the other three offices, the following people have been chosen:

- Vice-president — Jan Clayton, junior, Adel, Ga.; Sandra Carney, freshman, Jacksonville, Fla.
- Secretary — Carole Bales, freshman, Decatur, Ga.; Nancy Dill, freshman, Grovetown, Ga.
- Treasurer — Harold Tarpley, junior, Waleska, Ga.; Mike Baker, freshman, Key West, Fla.

Planned Honors Day To Feature 3 Events

The second annual Honors Day here at LaGrange College has been set for May 2. The day of activities will begin at 9:30 with registration and will feature in addition to the honors program the presentation of the May Court, step singing, and an art exhibit in the college publications committee.

The spring quarter production, "Thompson", on Thursday, April 23, and Friday, April 24, will be the final event of the Festival. After each performance, the students will have an opportunity to meet Dr. Baldwin and Dr. Joseph Baldwin, author of "The Hilltop News". The Festival will be held in the Student Center and will feature the presentation of the May Court, step singing, and an art exhibit. Admission is free for students.

Linton, Lantz Head News Campbell To Edit Scroll

The new edition of The Scroll was held on the LaGrange campus last year and will feature the presentation of the May Court, step singing, and an art exhibit. Admission is free for students.
A Woman's Choice Of Room Is Far From Simple

BY JUDY THOMASON

Last Wednesday I went through a bagjag experience as did most of the other girls on the hill. This order was total and unanimous----simply signing up for a room for next quarter. Did I say simply? Well, it was far from that.

The usual process would be to choose a roommate and a room in the dorm that your clan usually goes to. This was not the case this time. We first had to find out who was coming back fall quarter in order to choose up sides ----cliques, that is. Then instead of a dorm we had to choose sections, for who would sit the closest or furthest from your own class. But alas, we late-comers found both Smith and Turner so dotted with the other classes that they both took on the appearance of a Campbell soup factory. So finally, with pen in hand and tear in eye, we signed up for a left over room with fond thoughts of being a hermit.

Who knows how it will turn out next year? Maybe it will even draw the classes closer together.

Quadrangle Editor Cites New Yearbook Policy:
Positions Still Remain Open On Publication

Jenny Dorough, editor of the Quadrangle, and the faculty Publications Committee have announced a new yearbook policy, effective September 1964. The new plan will provide for all students’ pictures to be included in the yearbook at no additional charge per individual. This will be covered by the student activity fee. The Quadrangle will be sold individually to the students beginning fall quarter, ‘64. The editor expressed the hope that this plan will facilitate a more complete representation of the student body and make the Quadrangle policy more in line with what is used in other universities.

The top Quadrangle positions are as yet still open. In addition, there are a number of openings on both the business and literary staffs. The new staff will be selected early in the quarter to provide for a brief training program in preparation for the work on the yearbook.

The 1964 Quadrangle will be officially presented and dedicated at the commencement program. Students who pay for their individual pictures will not receive their yearbooks.

The Summer Glow
On LC Campus

Brown bodies will bedeck the LaGrange College campus after all.

Some doubted that the local community would approve a springtime sparkler this year. Fear has been erased. A memo from the dean of women’s office has provided that women students may sunbath between 10:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. on the west side of the terrace between the gymnastics and the steps at the south side of Turner Hall.

The memo announced that several rules would govern springtime sunbathing. An individual or group activity in that area during regular sunbathing hours is not permissible. Men will not be allowed to loiter in the area, and garbage, papers, and garments must not be left on the terrace. Violations of these regulations, the memo states, will subject the privilege of sunbathing to cancellation.

College Co-eds Are Boat Rockers

Today’s intellectually gifted college coeds are becoming boat-rockers, reports an assistant professor in the counseling center of Michigan State University, East Lansing.

MICHIGAN STATE NEWS says that according to a five-year study of 150 talented women at MSU, Mrs. Dorothy R. Ross found them to be rebellious, critical of authority and less altruistic now than when the study began.

Her study, concerning the upper 1 per cent of freshmen, found:

A major shift away from participation in traditional campus activities during the five-year period. Their membership in campus organizations fell from 69 per cent in 1958 to 32 per cent in 1963.

A slight decline in academic productivity.

An increased desire for the combination goal of graduate study - career - marriage from women college coeds. The apprehension and destruction of the instruments involved.
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The freshman class has started a new concept for choosing a Rat Master and Rat Mistress, starting next year. Whether the student will be employed later or not will be left up to next year's freshman class. In order to have the "best" qualified persons for the job, the freshman class has voted to leave the actual selection of the Rat Mistress and Rat Master up to their faculty advisors. This is to ensure that the candidates are not chosen from popularity or that "black" voting does not occur.

When asked what he thought about the idea, Mr. Perry Leavel said that he thought that student affairs should be left up to the student, however, he went on to say, "If the majority of the students took an active part in the voting of these candidates then the decision should be left up to the students. But if only a small minority shows up to vote, then this new way should prove to be more efficient."

This year's candidates will be chosen from competition on Thursday, April 6, at 10:00 A. M. in the Little Chapel. The sponsors of the freshman class, Mr. Leavel and Dr. Williams, will judge the candidates. Anyone interested may try out.

Dr. Taylor cites case about unemployment

Special to The Hilltop News
By ELLIS DUNBAR

Automation, employment, and jobs were the topic of the last monthly meeting of Pi Gamma Mu. The speaker for the evening was Dr. Zachry Taylor, head of the Business Administration and Economics Departments at LaGrange College.

Dr. Taylor centered his discussion on the screen around the topic of a recent conference that he attended at Georgia Tech. Dr. Taylor pointed out that unemployment is a problem if the percent of unemployment is too high; however, there is some disagreement as to the percent. He went on to say that President Kennedy's agency on employment in the United States,aria at 2.5% of the total labor force, which he feels is too low, then he told of the figure which the National Association of Manufacturers recommends, which is 6%. There is actually no reasonable figure, but 4% - 5% seemed to be a good figure to him. He said, too, that 10% unemployment for a period of 2 months is much better than 5% over 24 months. He said that Georgia's unemployment rate is about 5%, which is about average.

He also discussed various types of unemployment. Some of these are: hard core unemployment, which consists of people who absolutely cannot hold a job; frictional unemployment, which is the result of our dynamic, growing economy, such as the horse and buggy industry being replaced by the automobile industry; and structural unemployment, which takes place when machines replace men on the job.

Dr. Taylor pointed out also that there are many jobs which are open, but there are not qualified people to fill them. Then again, there are jobs which are being filled by people who are over-educated for their job. He also discussed the fact that men over 45 who become unemployed are finding it much more difficult to locate a job than 25 years ago. This is because companies do not want to waste their time training older employees when there are so many younger ones available, but he said also that the rate of these people 14-19 years old unemployed is very high, mainly because they really do not have the education to make it valuable for company to waste time and money giving them in-service training. Dr. Taylor concluded with the fact that a certain amount of unemployment is good and to be expected.

White takes award for 'Saga of the South'

A rating of excellence in radio specials has been awarded to John White, a student at LaGrange College. He was chosen for the award due to his local radio station WTRP. He will be formally presented with the award by the Georgia Association of Broadcasters Association in Atlanta banquet.

White was given the award for a number of programs he has narrated titled "Saga of the South." The program was the short lesson minute review of the state of the new South as seen through the medium of music. During the taped program, classic selections such as " Dixie," "My Old Kentucky Home," "Down in the Valley," and " Bonnie Blue Flag" were highlighted.

Business Majors Attend April Symposium

Six LaGrange College Business Administration majors will attend a college business symposium in Atlanta on April 14.

The meeting, which is being sponsored by the Georgia State Chamber of Commerce and the National Chamber of Commerce, will bring together student businessmen and businesswomen in a participation type afternoon meeting to discuss certain important problems in the area of business and economics.

The attendance will break up into " mini groups" in which they will discuss economic problems. Mrs. Robinson, Dr. Taylor will accompany Allard Martin, Sam McCard, Noel Smith, Charleston, Owen Edges, and Joyce Odom to the meeting which will begin at 9:00 a.m.

Beauty Finalists Compete Friday Night for Miss Troup County

Six LaGrange College students were chosen from the Miss LaGrange pageant Monday night. Finalists will compete in the Miss Troup County Friday at 8 P. M. at Callaway Auditorium.

Winner of Friday's pageant will win a $500 scholarship and other awards and move a step closer to the Miss Georgia. Two other students will be in the Bailey Room of the Little Chapel. The show, which will run through April, features thirty-six participants, Miss LaGrange, including the following women: "Swarms," "Down," "Dames," "Protest," "Those bluerims," and "Spire of Cologna."

The alumni office reports that the Alumni Office will be held its April meeting in the Bailey Room of the Little Chapel. The meeting will be attended by the Alumni of the College, the University of Georgia, the Georgia State Chamber of Commerce, and the National Chamber of Commerce, which will bring together student businessmen and businesswomen in a participation type meeting to discuss certain important problems in the area of business and economics.

The attendance will break up into " mini groups" in which they will discuss economic problems. Mrs. Robinson, Dr. Taylor, and Dr. Odom will accompany Allard Martin, Sam McCard, Noel Smith, Charleston, Owen Edges, and Joyce Odom to the meeting which will begin at 9:00 a.m.

Math Lectures Tuesday

Dr. B. J. Ball, chairman of the Mathematics Department of the University of Georgia, will be on campus this Thursday, April 6, to address students interested in mathematics. Dr. Ball will deliver lectures on Thursday. At 12:00 o'clock Dr. Ball will lecture on "Computers and" and at 2:00 o'clock he will lecture on "Ordering Spaces." Both lectures will be in the Bailey Room of the Little Chapel.
At 2nd Annual Banquet

Members of the Panther basketball team were honored Saturday night at the second annual alumni-sponsored banquet at the Highland Country Club, Hugh Corless and Roy Averley receiving the two top trophies. Hugh was presented the Glenn M. Simpson trophy. The recipient is judged on ability, sportsmanship, and scholarship. Hugh also received his second letter.

Pi D’s Take 2nd Win; Goblins Tie For Second

Chuck Stevens pitched and hit his way to Pi Delta Kappa’s second straight win of the season last week over Gamma Phi 13-12. Gamma’s Goblins and Sigma Nu share second place and will play this afternoon to break the tie.

Gamma Phi scored once in the game at the end of 4 1/2 innings. Glenn Lord, pitcher for Gamma Phi, held Sigma Nu scoreless in the fourth, fifth, and sixth innings. Chuck also hit four for five in the game.

Roy Averley began the pitching chores for Sigma Nu, but had trouble throughout the game. He walked at least one player and he has to his credit a win in his first college match.

People you like...like Coke!™

Here’s a minimum of underwear...for the maximum in comfort. Shorti-Short 100% combed cotton is shorter and trimmer...hugs the hip for that lean, active look. Torsos are tapered to eliminate bulk and bulges...made of 100% fine combed cotton knit. Both completely side-vented for freedom of action. Both completely washable. SHORTI-SHORT: White or Blue; Sizes 25-40. TORSO T-SHIRT: White, Blue, Olive and Gold; Sizes 3-M-L.

WIN OVER SIGMA NU

Pi Delta Opens With Win Over Sigma Nu Pi

Pi Delta Kappa won the opening game of the softball season last week over the brothers of Sigma Nu 9-13, after falling behind early in the game.

Sigma Nu led 1-4 after the first, but Pi Delta came on strong in the late innings with three runs in the fourth and four in the fifth.

Going into the sixth the game was tied 1-4, and the Pi Delta pushed across five runs via five hits and six Sigma Nu errors.

The only home run in the game was by Sigma Nu’s Ted Alford, a blast in the third inning that fell in the street in left-center with one on.

Chuck Stevens was the winning pitcher, holding Sigma Nu scoreless in the fourth, fifth, and sixth innings. Chuck also hit four for five in the game.

The local team has added Glenn Lord to the lineup, an experienced catcher man from last year’s team. Glenn will play in the number two spot, everybody moving back one to make room.

The lineup now will be in this order: Chuck Nixon, Glenn Lord, Jimmy Matthews, Glenn Lord, Jim Baggett, and Billy Joe Hyatt.

Winning pitcher was Roy Averley, all of Columbia’s players being post-graduates. Also, the Panther basketball team continues spring practice this week. The Panthers have been practicing for the past couple of weeks, working toward next year. They plan on working for about four weeks before quitting until next fall.
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